


This new lighting system shows features gained from the experience with our previous 
generations of lights. It includes several new concepts, which further improve 
performance, high efficiency convection cooling and serviceability.

The Unique Optical System
The dual lens system has always set us apart from all traditional single lens light 
fixtures and was among our first patents. The patented and award-winning double 
aspheric concept provides perfectly smooth light distribution and color distribution.  
The dual movement focus allows an unusual focus range.  
Together these features provide:

• Higher light output 
• Higher focus range
• Perfect light and color distribution in every focus position

Clean beam concept (no stray light), high focus range without parasitic light outside 
the defined beam. This allows far reach and high definition without extra unwanted 
shadows. All the qualities of a powerful, precision lighting instrument.

High Efficiency Convection Cooling
• Full air intake on the bottom of the light
• Extra air intakes between the inner and outer housings
• Air gap around the front lens
•  Low front air intake provides airflow between the two lenses (important in flood 

position)
•  Constant working temperature of the lamp provides stability of color temperature 

and intensity

Rainproof
Because of the deliberate construction of the many air vents, the final certification  
will give us a very high IP rating (for the light head and the ballast).

Serviceability
The single leg yoke construction allows for the opening of the light head in two 
seconds, like a book, giving full and easy access to lamp change and all service 
operations–a dream for every service technician.

High Range of Intensity Change–Maintaining Color
Dimming daylight lamps is limited before color change occurs.
With the experience of our 400/575 watt lights, we were able to increase the 
intensity range.

•  Calculated boosting of output without noticeably affecting lifetime of the lamp while 
maintaining color stability

•  Continuous dimming only to the point beyond which color change would occur

This combination provides a higher range of intensity control.

DLH1200D–Ultraviolet

Like on our other lights, we have extremely low UV values, approx. 1/20 the value 
shown by other lights.

Do not underestimate the new dangers of short wave length ultraviolet (especially UVC). 
We even have a double UV protection.
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The Electronic Ballast

This ballast is based on latest state of the art electronics. 

Special features in the power stage provide low heat operation. 

A quiet fan is included but will not be in operation under any normal condition. It will  
only run at low revolutions quietly if the ballast is subjected to abnormal temperatures.

Includes:  Active power factor correction
   Auto ranging from 90-265V AC 
   Overload protection
   Overvoltage protection
   Short circuit protection
   Auto start function
   DMX control option as a standard

Rainproof Construction / Easiest Service 

The ballast can be opened within 30 seconds–like a book–giving full access to  
all elements and electronics.

Technical Data: DLH1200D Daylight Light Head

Focus Intensity:  1:18
Weight:  10,5kg (23 lb)
Lamp:  DL1200/800HR 800W single ended hot restrike, G12
Mounting:  16mm (5/8”) receptable and 28mm (1 1/8) Stud
Safety:  Safety switch prevents operation when acess door is open
UV:  Extremly low UV emission
ON/OFF:  On/Off buttons located on both, head and  
 ballast, for ease of operation

Technical Data: DEB1200D Electronic Ballast

Weight:  11,4kg (25 lb)
Output Power:  800/1200W
Input Voltage:  Automativ sensing 90-260V
Mounting:  can be attached to light stand using DEB400H mountning bracket
Safety:  over voltage, overload, overheat and short circuit protection
 Active power factor correction
Inidcators:  Three LED status indicators (ready, lamp, heat).
Control:  Internal or DMX
 Autostart mode
Dimming Range:  40 – 100 %
Frequeuncies:  50/60 Hz Silent mode, 75 Hz Flicker free

DEB1200D
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A mains operated light with unrivaled focusing range and superior light quality.  
Can be used with a choice of G22 halogen bulbs available in 1kW, 750W, 650W and 
500W from 120-240V. DLH1000T

Pole operated version for hanging application in studio. Pan, tilt and focus are  
operated by pole. DLH1000TPO

A mains operated light with unrivaled focusing range and superior light quality.  
Built in DMX controlled dimmer. Worldwide operation. Can be used with a choice of  
G22 halogen bulbs available in 1kW, 750W, 650W and 500W from 120-240V. 
DLH1000T-DMX

Pole operated version for hanging application in studio. Pan, tilt and focus are  
operated by pole. DLH1000TPO-DMX

A low voltage light with unrivaled focusing range and superior light quality.  
Can be used with 80V/1200W G22 halogen bulbs (37.500lm). DLH1280T

Integrated DMX dimmer version. Direct intensity control via manual or DMX control. 
DLH1280T-DMX

Special 3-lens condensor module. Adapts all other DP400 imager elements/modules  
to Series 1200 lights:

The daylight version   DLH1200D
The tungsten version     DLH1000T
The low voltage tungsten version  DLH1280T
The metal halide version                DLH500C

DLH1000T-DMX / DLH1000TPO-DMX

DLH1280T / DLH1280T-DMX

DP1200CON
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DLH1000T / DLH1000TPO



Rim diffusor 
shown without 
front diffusor

– a dedicated soft light

 The way in which 
a real soft light is  

supposed to function: 

A huge surface light  
source emitting light  

which wraps around the 
object, embraces it.

Why do we call it dedicated?

Similar to the other known seven Dedolight soft 
lights, these have been conceived exclusively as 
optimum soft light sources

• Light output is double in comparison to a soft 
box in front of a studio Fresnel light, because 
the actual light sources are placed in the 
focal point of the reflector

• Gentle wraparound instead of hot spot

On an optimum soft light source the light 
emission on the large diffusor should be perfectly 
even all the way to the edge, or it should even be 
somewhat more intensive towards the edge.

Both variations are offered by this soft light by 
changing the standard inner diffusor with a rim-
aura diffusor (both types included).

• The standard inner diffusor provides a 
perfectly smooth light distribution

• The rim-aura diffusor provides a brighter rim 
area on the front diffusor and thus is even 
closer to the idea of a “wraparound light”
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The Traditional Approach

• Shown on a 5kW Tungsten Fresnel and a 

2.5kW Daylight source with Chimera soft boxes

• Diffusor surface is 2.4 m2

• Defined hot spot

• Surface not fully used

Soft box on 5kW tungsten Fresnel Daylight 2.5kW

32.000

16.000

8.000

2.800

25.000

20.000

11.000

2.800

The PanAura® 7 Approach

Diffusor surface is 3.1 m2

PanAura 7® standard diffusor • 1150W PanAura 7® rim-aura diffusor • 1150W

18.000

18.000
13.000

8.000

20.000

18.000
18.000

13.000

 – a dedicated soft light
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Daylight 
discharge lamp

Full Power DAyLigHT 
Full Power TungsTEn LigHT 

Convertible by simple lamp change.

Two separately switchable and dimmable daylight lamps 575W.

Two separate ballasts, flicker-free.

Our newly developed tungsten metal halide lamp offers a light 
output identical to the daylight lamp – 80 lumen per watt. This 
equals 4 times the light output in comparison to a traditional 
tungsten halogen lamp.

These new Dedolight tungsten metal halide lamps are fully 
compatible with our daylight lamps. Hot restrike and fully 
compatible identical ballasts.

Higher Output

Even though we do not favor the hot spot 
philosophy, we still have 140 percent light 
level in the center compared to a 5000W 
tungsten Fresnel with a Chimera and we 
use only 1150W.

250 percent light level towards the rim 
compared to a 5000W tungsten Fresnel with 
Chimera soft box – and we use only 1150W. 

PanAura compares favorably with a Chimera 
soft box on a 2.5kW daylight studio light – 
more light, and we use only 1150W.

Keep Them Cool

It’s not only the energy saving aspect (1150 watt versus 5kW), it’s heat on your talent – 
half the heat. And it’s extra energy savings for your air conditioning.

Tungsten
discharge lamp

a dedicated soft light – 
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 – a dedicated soft light

 

size and Depth

Shooting in a very large studio with a generous budget, it 
may be possible that the size, depth, power consump-
tion, light efficiency, unnecessary heat generation and 
additional climatization costs are not very important.

Shooting in confined spaces in practical locations, the 
depth of the fixture can decide whether this valuable 
tool for light creation can be used at all. When there 
is a limited budget, the light efficiency, heat generation, 
power consumption, setup and breakdown time can be  
of importance.

PanAura®7

5kW
2.5kW

60 cm

144 cm 162 cm

16 kg
35 kg 58 kg

space saving

Each of the Dedolight PanAuras–7', 5' (Octodome) 
and 3'–have a compact design, saving space.

When working in confined areas, the PanAura in 
vertical position offers the most space saving 
version of all large soft lights, minimal depth.

PanAura is balanced by the two ballasts 
attached to stand (no need for sandbags).
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a dedicated soft light – 

Control the Light

• The Direction
 In a minute you can attach a grid to the front diffusor, 

limiting the direction to 40°.

 This control is very helpful to keep the light away from 
walls or background.

• The Intensity
 The daylight and tungsten versions both operate with 

two lamps and two ballasts. Working with two lamps in 
our system, you can have maximum output (run both 
lamps at 575W) and beat a 2.5K with a soft box or in 
the tungsten version, beat a 5K with a soft box.

Less intensity in Many steps

•  Switch one ballast/lamp to 400W
•  Dim one lamp to 300W
•  Switch one lamp off
•  Switch the other lamp to 400W
•  Dim the other lamp to 300W

5 steps to lower intensity and smooth dimming 
action, no noticeable color change. Change 
lamps (same ballast)–same deal. With tungsten 
color temperature same intensity, same range.

Two lamps–daylight or tungsten, interchangeable,  
huge intensity range, no color change



Tilt Down Position

•  Extend yoke for light head
•  Extend ballast holder
•  Balance (use heavier stand)

In studio applications the PanAura may be hung from grids, 
telescopes or pantographs. The lightweight construction 
helps these applications. Ballasts can be put on auto start 
or use optional DMX controlled version for studio work where 
the light head or the ballasts are not easily reachable.

Tungsten 4x 1000WTungsten 2x 1000W

The PanAura Family–7’, 5’ (Octodome) and 3’

DLPAX4TDLPAX2T

Minimal width
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a dedicated soft light – 

Pack and Transport

One robust soft case with wheels for:

•  Light head
•  Lamps (daylight and tungsten)
•  Yoke extension
•  Soft box with rods and baffle
•  2 types of inner diffusor
•  1 front diffusor
•  40° grid
•  2 ballasts
•  Cables
•  1 lightweight stand

Brighter outside rim with inner  
rim diffusor

Inner rim diffusor Alternatively use large rim diffusor  
for allover even light

…is the light quality, the true soft light character. Here, our concept of the dedicated soft 
lights with true wraparound character can offer serious advantages to the image creator.

Most important

 DLHPA7x2T  PanAura 7 2x 1000W
 DLHPA7x4T  PanAura 7 4x 1000W 
 DLHPA7x2DT PanAura 7 Daylight/Tungsten Light Head
 DPOW400DT Light Head Cable (2 needed)
 DEB400DT Ballast (2 needed)
 DLPA7x2DT-BH PanAura 7 Ballast Holder 

 DLPA7 PanAura 7 Textile Reflector
 DLPA7D1 Front Diffusor, large
 DLPA7D2 Inner Diffusor, standard
 DLPA7D2s Inner Diffusor, Rim-Aura version
 DLPA7g PanAura 7 Grid
 DsCPA7W Soft Case, large

PanAura® Order Codes:
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New in The „Portable Studio“ Range

The new Dedolight backpacks (codes: DBP, DBPS) are very practical additions 
to our already existing portable studio product line (soft case lighting kits). 
The Classic Dedolights as well as the Series 200 / SUNDANCE fixtures can be 
easily transported in these new and comfortable backpacks.

The design of the backpacks is simple, practical and functional. The top and 
side handles guarantee maximum portability in any situation. An additional 
pouch on the side allows transporting soft boxes. If not needed during 
transport, the carrying belts can be stored inside.

The inside construction serves only one important task–balance. The stand 
compartment is in the middle and the light head compartments are on 
the side. This guarantees a perfectly balanced and comfortable case. Two 
additional horizontal belts contribute to stability and security of the transported 
equipment and they are also used to secure the soft box.

Like all other Dedolight Portable Studio soft cases, both backpacks are made 
of almost indestructible materials and stand up to the usual mistreatments 
which are characteristic of the daily work on film and TV sets.

These Dedolight backpacks provide the major advantage of having both your 
hands free, while carrying your lighting kit.

Backpack large DBP and small DBPS
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backpack with 4-light kit BPS4

4-light kit SPS4



Wide Eye

The Dedolight dual lens concept offers an unprecedented focusing range 
(1:23) over other small studio lights (1:3). The same versatility is also a  
part of our larger lights. This focusing range translates into an 
unprecedented change of angle from 60° to 4°.

When lighting in very confined spaces, even the wide 60° may not be 
wide enough. Adding diffusion material works, but the light is no longer 
controlled.

Our approach, borrowed from camera optics technology, is an aspherical 
wide-angle attachment commonly used on zoom lenses of video cameras, 
but never seen on lights. We now offer such wide-angle attachments  
for the classic Dedolight, including the 200W daylight and now for our  
Series 400 lights.

• Widens the angle from 58° to 84°
• Perfectly even light distribution
• Minimum light loss
• You can still focus
• Control the light with these wide-angle optics which incorporate 
 barn doors
• Our barn door leaves can rotate (another one of our patents)

All traditional barn doors have leaves that cannot move any other way than 
parallel. Practically all lighting is done from an angle where shadow edges of 
traditional barn doors are no longer parallel and you end up with trapezoidal 
shapes. This is not the way rooms, doorways, paintings or most anything is 
built. Rotate the Dedolight 8 leaf barn doors and you can light vertical or 
rectangular objects with precision.
 
DLWA – wide angle attachment for Classic dedolight and for Series 400

DLWAR – same but with rotating barn door leaves.

DLWAR400 – big version for lights of Series 400 with rotating  
barn door leaves

With the traditional barn door your 
Rembrandt looks like this. 

We can make the unavoidable tra-
pezoidal light shadow edge parallel.

DLWA

DLWAR

DLWAR400
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Daylight / Tungsten Metal Halide Bulbs
Most of our daylight systems can also work with 3200 Kelvin.

We have always had tungsten conversion filters for the focusing lights–not easy to find 
such a solution for the soft–which takes away 50% of the light output.

Now we offer compatible lamps with 3200 Kelvin.

Together with our lamp partners we’ve developed these new lamps in 200W, where we 
have a very special ceramic lamp with clean 3200 Kelvin, hot restrike capability and a 
very long lifetime (1000 hrs)–same ballast.

In 575W we offer the brand new metal halide 3200 K lamps–fully compatible with the 
daylight lamp.

Output even slightly higher than the daylight lamp.

Both lamps give 4 times the light output over halogen.

Clean color rendition, hot restrike, same ballast, same control.

Now you can use our daylight system with very high output also for tungsten color lighting.

Works with:

DLH400DT
DLH400S
DLH400SPLUS
DEDOPAR
DLH200S
DLHPA7X2DT

Dimming in Studios without Separate  
Racks in Separate Rooms

In studio operation, moving lights are always fitted with DMX control. Many of the  
Kino Flo fixtures, fluorescent studio light fixtures from other manufacturers and some 
LED panels are fitted with DMX control.

Until now focusing lights were not available with DMX control. This is one of the reasons 
for the popularity of our 150W DMX-controlled focusing lights (DLHM4-300DMX) and our 
larger 650W light, pole operated version with DMX control (DLH650PODMX). Our new 
1,000W studio light, DLH1000TDMX features the same control electronics.

The Dedolight DLH400D daylight fixture, with its DEB400DT ballast is available with 
DMX control. Our new 1200W daylight source (DLH1200D) and DEB1200DMX ballast 
are equipped with integrated DMX control as a standard.

New–Our Solution: High-Tech Noiseless Dimmer 2K and 1K

This high tech dimmer will operate lights up to 2000W at 230V or 1000W at 120V.

With this elegant in-line dimmer with integrated DMX control, we can not only control 
many of our own tungsten soft lights, but also lights of other manufacturers up to 2kW 
in countries with 230-240V or up to 1kW in countries with 100-120V. Since these 
DMX-controlled dimmers are noiseless, they can be mounted next to the light. Mounting 
devices for attaching to pipes via clamps are available.

As a result, many studios will be able to eliminate external dimmers which often 
generate noise and require a room of their own. Our high-tech dimmers bridge the 
missing gap of DMX for all studio lights.

DLDiM2000-DMX

DL400DHR DL575THR

DL200DHR DL200THR



To be used with our Imager DP1 and DP400 the 
Background FX glass gobos quickly change any flat, 
drab background into a stunning piece of set design.

With 5 different patterns and 8 colors you creaste dozens of effects. Focusing  
and defocusing the pattern changes the mood.

Sandwich them together with standard metal gobos adn you have an even wider choice.
 

We offer the following patterns:

Crystal, DFXT1-x

Flow, DFXT2-x

Cells, DFXT3-x

Fusion, DFXT4-x

Mystique Squares, DFXT5-x

And more…
 

Each pattern is available in 8 highly saturated dichroic colors: 
Blue, B
Purple, P
Light Blue, LB 
Red, R
Magenta, M 
Yellow, Y 
Turquoise, T 
Light Green, LG
 
The DFX Filters come in two sizes:
M size (66 mm diameter) for DP1 for Classic Dedolight like DLH4 or DLH4-300 or 
SUNDANCE focusing light DLH200DT.
A size (100 mm diameter) for DP400U with our Series 400 lights DLH400DT, 
DLH650 and DLH436; also for our new 1200W daylight fixture and the new 1000W 
tungsten fixture.
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Daylight / Tungsten Metal Halide Bulbs

Dimming in Studios without Separate  
Racks in Separate Rooms

Background FX

Crystal, DFXT1-x

Mystique Squares, DFXT5-x

Fusion, DFXT4-x

Cells, DFXT3-x

Flow, DFXT2-x
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